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Ben 10 lodestar supremo

Supreme Lodestar or Supermagneto is the Supreme Alien from Ken 10: Cosmic and Ben 10,000:Alien Past, which first appears in an episode of Negative Power (DC) and will have its own performance in Ben 10,000:Alien Past. Skills can be shot. It can absorb several materials, minerals, etc. It may be that your limbs fly to take the
objector, which are far from the disadvantages if you take it from any limb will also go to the rest of the body. When he wants to fly with one of his limbs, he has a distance limit from the antler that this falls on the east floor of the list of episodes from the animated series Ben 10: Alien Force, a series set before Ben 10 and ahead of Ben 10:
Alien Supremacy. This list, under chapter summaries, is called the aliens used in this list. Season Episodes Original broadcast in USA American transmició in Latin America First download Last download Last download 1 13 18 April 2008 31 August 2008 19. June 2009 4. September 2009 2 13. October 10, 2008 March 3, 2009 September
11, 2009 December 8, 2009 September 3, 20, 2009, March 26, 2010 March 7, 2010 September 26, 2010 Film November 25 , 2009 November 27, 2009 Season 1: 2008 Ep. U.S. Date address. Latin American Date Cod. Prod. 1-2Ben 10 Returns: Part 1 and 218 April 200819 June 2009101-102 After Ben won the football game, Dospeo is u
trailer i u search for Dede Max, or how he does not lie with the key, they cover under the secret stone, here the light DNAlien and hologram of Dede Max. Then Ben asks Gwen for help. Or he's being attacked by a covered plumber who tells them that he's the one who discovered that su Perennial Knights i DNAliensi in the dangerous
weapons trade, performed by an old acquaintance: Kevin Levin.Ben decides to learn about Omnitrix again, after 5 years of untapped use, when he puts it down, but hours are being changed by modifications by changing his shape. He soon realizes that he can transform into the ten new aliens he used to fight the Peres of Knights who
stole all of Kevin's weapons. Kevin decides to help Ben and Gwen find the Knights of The Last, following a trail that takes them to a secret base in the desert. There they hope to find the missing grandfather Max, who will discover the high-watt plan. Swamp fire. Echo Echo and Humungosaur. 3I talk about the weather April 26, 200826,
June 2009103 Half a man, half a pyronite was caught by local police, who later found out that he had a plumber's badge and removed it. The moment you remove it, the badge sends a signal to the badge Gwen pulls a badge out of Kevin's pocket and Ben tells them to follow the sign because there could be Grandpa Max heading for the
place. When they arrive, they see a huge hole in the wall of the ice room; Ben decides to follow what the hole has done, but first he sees the badge on the table, and then they see the pyronium and fight it; He discovers that the pyronite is a guy named Alan, and he explains that he didn't circle the crops Ben saw when Jetray was. Gwen
knows it's not circuits, it's circuits. When they went where the circles were, they saw a climate-controlled tower built by the DNIaliens. At first they froze them, but then Ben and Alan fought with them and tore up the air-conditioning tower. Jetray and the Swamp. 4Kevin's great subsection May 3, 20083, July 2009104 Just as Ben and Gwen
start trusting Kevin, Kevin steals the tartan (grandfather's trailer) and tries to swap it for extraterrestrial technology, but Argit, an extraterrestrial arms dealer, betrays Kevin and disappears with a tartan. Kevin's going to get him back, and Argit convinces Ben and Gwen to get Kevin off the team, so Kevin's going to Vulcanus to get a holo-py,
but Vulcanus attracts him to soak up theotonite. Then Gwen and Ben show up, turn into Frosty and fight vulcan. Gwen's using her powers to bring Kevin back to normal. Kevin surrenders to Ben the holographer who had the image of Grandpa Max and told him to form a team. Cold and high-profile. 5They's all the way to see him on May
10, 200810, July 2009105 Grandpa Max leaves a message that insoules ben to assemble a team of heroes. Ben finds a strong new ally named Mike Morningstar, but the new member is testing the team's relations. Kevin was jealous on Morningstar and said he didn't trust him. They saw some zombie girls at the power plant who,
according to Kevin, morningstar did it. He invited Gwen to dinner, Kevin accepted that he was spying on Morningstar's house and found enough evidence to convince Ben that Morninstar was stealing the girl's energy, and that Gwen was going to steal his energy, too. In the end, they save Gwen, and the girls get back to normal.
Humungosaur, Stone and Jetray. 6Sueting with grandpa May 17, 200817, July 2009107 When Gwen's older brother Ken disappears, he asks Ben and Kevin to help her find him. Their research leads them to discover the incredible mysteries of DNAliens and how to finally find Grandpa Max, who is sacrificed by blowing up a projector
bomb to destroy the perfect xenocyte factory and higbreed. Humungosaur, Cold and Jetray. 7'Pressure on the pier'31 May 200824, 2009106 Ben's first date with Julie is ruined when A small part of the foreign pilot begins to control the games of the pier fair. Ben can only withstand attacks for the Ship to kidnap Julie. The ship was trying to
lure Ben to help an alien escape from his ship, which is about to explode. Cerebron, Jetray and Humungosaur. 8Potcial Gwen June 7, 200831, July 2009109 Ben and Gwen realize that their grandmother Verdona is actually an alien. After realizing the truth, Verdona suggests taking her to her planet to train, and Gwen has to make a
difficult decision: stay on Earth with Ben and Kevin, or go with grandma to her planet and learn to control her powers. Cerebron, Jetray and Spider Monkey. 9Sh, June 14, 20087, August 2009110 Cash and JT stole a robot arm that Ben, Gwen and Kevin destroyed from the trunk of Kevin's car. The glove pulls Cash and gives him the
strength to take revenge for what Ben did to him five years ago, but with Stone he manages to defeat Cash and destroy the robotic arm. Goop and Stone. 10 Paradox5 July 200814, 2009112 Trial through time in the 50th century. Ben, Gwen and Kevin must attend Paradox, a time-traveling hero, to face and stop an unstoppable creature.
Stone, Swamp, Jetray and Humungosaur. 11Caballerized July 12, 200821, August 2009108 The Perennial Knights have acquired alien weapons that will eventually help them kill the dragon by holding them captive in their castle for centuries. But the dragon escapes and they decide to ask Ben to help them recapture the dragon. In the
end, they discover that the dragon was an alien. Stone, Humungosaur and Spider Monkey. 12 New plumbers July 19, 200828, 2009111 A group of young plumbers called Manny and Helen, sms Ben and his team for dangerous aliens and kidnaps Kevin in the energy realm. Ben and Gwen must follow them and ask them to carry out a
special mission on the projector together. Cold and swampfire. 13X' Ben + 231 August 20084, 2009113 An alien emperor who blames Earth for kidnapping his daughter, plans to use his bundle to destroy the planet. If Ben wants to stop him, he must first understand the mysterious Alien X, who has too much power and is uncontrollable.
And you'll have to take control of Serena and Bellicus, two alien x. alien x. and Swampfire Season 2: 2008-2009 Ep's Title U.S. Date Latin America's Date Cod. Prod. 14Darkstar appearance10 October 200811 September 2009201 Comes a plumber who tells Tennysons that they are arrested for being themselves installers; He forgives
them and bans Kevin from returning to his affairs, which has caused him great disappointment. Morningstar found himself again, trying to use higbreed to make a plan to get back at Tennyson, betray him and take the plumber and the boys hostage. Gwen and DNAliens manage to stop Darkstar, DNAliens omit higbreed, a plumber
appoints Gwen and Kevin as official plumbers. In this episode, Kevin reveals parts of his past and his family. Stone, Goop, Humungosaur, Echo Echo, Spider Monkey, Jetray and Humungosaur. 15Sam with the enemy October 17, 200818, 2009202 Ben, Gwen and Kevin fight the high-speed, but he and Ben fall into the port for
teleportation and send them to an abandoned planet. You're going to have to relate together to survive. When they got back into port, Ben and higbreed started becoming friends, and then Ben comes back alone, because his liver chooses to stay on the planet because he feels ben has been contaminated and that's a disgrace to his race,
which they say is the purest. Echo, Cold and Swamp Fire. 16'Good Copy, Bad Copy'24 October 200825, 2009203 Albedo, galvan and apprentice Azmutha, creates a copy of Omnitrix, but is trapped in a copy of Ben's corpse. Albedo tries to steal him an Omnitrix, but he gets defuseed by a fake Omnitrix shortly before they explode
together, and then interrogates his apprentice. He tells Ben he's really surprised that Omnitrix has turned into a force forever. Swamp Fire, Echo Echo, Humungosaur, Jetray, Cold, Stone, Cerebron, Spider Monkey and Goop. 17The Gwen Ball November 7, 20086, 2009204 Ben loses control of Omnitrix to turn into Cold, while Gwen forces
Kevin to go to his school's spring ball. Kevin's asking Ben for advice, but it's all ruined because Julie warns them before the ball starts that Ben's in trouble, because Cold took control of him and devoured all the metal he's got in his sights. After a brief duel, Cold knocked out the unconscious, and Kevin smashes the digestible metal
capsule That Ben made. Surprisingly, about a dozen necrofig descendants, the Cold-A. Then Gwen and Kevin keep dancing in the moonlight. Cold and Jetray. 18Old acquaintance14 November 200813, 2009205 DNAliens kidnap Cooper and force him to build a mysterious bow. Heroes go to the rescue, aware that the DNAliens have built
new climate control towers and are planning to create a massive large teleport port. Cooper has a vision of the War of the Worlds episode in an attempt to destroy the Ark. Swamp Fire, Goop and Echo Echo. 19Project November 200820, October 2009206 To find and destroy alien dragon species, the Perennial Knights capture the
Spacecraft Control Ship, which was built by alien technologies to find and destroy their home world. Jetray and the Swamp. 20'Punished'28 November 200827, 2009207 When Ben's parents discover their ability to become an alien by seeing it become a swamp fire, they forbid him from using Omnitrix and then punishing him for using him.
In the end, Ben's parents call Gwen's parents, and she's grounded, too, so only Kevin stops the DNAliens plan. Ben doesn't listen to his parents and goes to help Kevin, and then Ben's parents join them. Swamp Fire, Echo Echo and Humungosaur. 21'Projected'5 December 20083, November 2009208 When Gwen receives a message
from Helen, Ben must enter the Null Void to save her and Manny. Once you're inside, you need to find the key (who actually is Grandpa Max) to stop Dr. Stimulus again. Along with them and grandpa Max, he manages to defeat and destroy his machine, which he used to attack the Earth. Cerebron, Stone, Humungosaur and Cold. 22'The
Informant'12 December 200810, 2009209 Ben and the team are rescuing an inmate who escaped from the DNAliens, which erased his memory, and remembers only the great catastrophe he had planned. In the middle of the chapter, Ben discovers that he is a prisoner of DNAlien, who has regained some human memory. DNAliens attack
and recover the lost DNAlien. Stone, Humungosaur and Jetray. 23Aid the enemy March 24, 200917, November 2009210 Prince Arachna, Simian, needs help in recovering the crystal that represents the monarchy of his planet and is at a secret base on the moon, so Ben offers him help because he feels like they are the same in different
ways. But Kevin and Gwen are skeptical of the true intentions of Simiana, who worked for higbreed. Spider Monkey, Goop, Cold, Jetray and Stone. 24'Forgotten on Earth'25 March 200924, 2009211 DNAliens maintain a covert operation on the subway where they encounter a ship that was buried long ago. From there comes a stranger
who begins to wreak havoc and panic in a nearby town, so Ben and his friends go to the place and, after a brief struggle, Gwen discovers that this monster is nothing but a child who must return to his parents. They took him to the ship, where he came from before his enemies destroyed it. Humungosaur, Echo and Stone. 25-26World War:
Part 1 and 2'27. Professor 8 December 2009 (Part 2)212-213 Professor And Azmuth appears on earth to warn Ben of a mass hygbreed attack on Earth. Kevin and Gwen hire everyone who helped them, including Darkastar. Meanwhile, Azmuth Benu reveals several secrets contained in the Omnitrix (for example, that it does not contain
the DNA of 10,000 aliens, but 1,903,000, and that it reacts to its owner's voice, making it easier to change shape without, among other things, touching the clock). So the team goes to an accessible portal to Earth and have a difficult fight against DNAliens.After an unsuccessful attempt by the team to prevent access to enemy ships, Ben
plans to go with the head of higbreed to try to stop the invasion, but before they get to him they are trapped and handcuffed. Ben then uses Omnitrix Master Control using only his voice and he manages to become a Humungosaur, freeing his friends. Gwen watches one of Kevin's hygbreed attack and Kevin gets angry in such a way that
he becomes anodyte, but Kevin gets him back to his human form, Gwen tells him I love you. Ben, who comes before the leaders, uses Omnitrix to restore the DNA of the Higbres with the Omnitrix species, which they take as the corruption of their species, but the higbreed, which Ben has long since helped, defends them and manages to
settle down with Earth, thus stopping the invasion. He smashed the car, and Kevin says he's going to go to the car to get another one. Gwen decides to go with him and tell him he likes it. In the end, Ben asks Azmuth to reactivate Omnitrix Master Control (since it resets), but Azmuth tells him to find it for himself, leaving Ben with ten new
strangers. Cannonbolt, Jetray, Swamp Fire, Upchuck and Very Large. Swamp Fire, Cerebron and Humungosaur. Season 3: 2009-2010 EP' U.S. Title Date Latin America Cod. Prod. 27-28Revenge of Vilgax: Part 1 and Part 2:11 September 20097 of March 2010(Part 1)14 March 2010 (Part 2)301-302 Vilgax reappears with the new army.
According to the Galactic Code of Conduct, he faces the excellent champions of every world he visits and challenges them to a unique match: every time he beats a champion, he absorbs his strength, the tenth and last is one of the galactic fighters. With the power of the ten heroes at his disposal, Vilgax takes to Earth and provokes Ben
into battle and gives him 24 hours to prepare. To get a chance, Ben tries to unlock Omnitrix Master Control with the machine, even when Azmuth warns him not to do so because of the risks the clock is taking, but Ben ends up releasing Goop, Stone, Spider Monkey and The Very Big. After an accident with omnitrix, Ben, Gwen and Kevin
(who underwent a new mutation that gave him a new mutation combined elements) to restore four lost shapes: Stone, Goop, Spider Monkey and Very Large. They can catch three out of four, but he's too big to get there on time. Ben's fighting Vilgax, while Gwen and Kevin are recovering a lot. The battle goes wrong at the beginning for
Ben, Vilgax has power much greater than before and has a wide range of weapons that are able to defeat his various foreign forms. When Gwen and Kevin come back with The Big One, Ben tries to use it, but he's mistakenly transformed into Stone. Vilgax overwrites Stone and destroys his body, but Ben regenerates from his remains by
transforming him into diamond. By using this ben easily defeats Vilgax, who is exiled from earth forbidden to return but promises vengeance. Jetray and Cannonbolt. Jetray, Upchuck, Cerebron, Swamp Fire, Cold, Humungosaur, Stone, Diamond and Very Large. 29 Hell on 18 September 200921 March 20103 Ben, Gwen and Kevin are
sent to investigate an attack of pyroxivors (a type of underground livestock) in an oil extraction operation. In the depths of the Earth, they discover Moldevor, their owner, who looks like a mole. He explains that the creatures above the earth were expelled by Vulcanus, who penetrated the center of the Earth to drop a bomb inland to raise
the Earth's temperature to match its home planet. Benu manages to defuse the bomb from Jetray before it can reach the core, and uses moldiner's explosives to permanently seal the cavity. Cerebron, Cold, Spider Monkey and Jetray. 30'The People of Gold'25 September 200928, 2010304 A series of extraterrestrial skins arrive on Earth
at the Cracker Festival in Walton. These aliens feed on popcorn and produce an outpouring of solid gold, which keeps people alive. Ben, Gwen and Kevin are calling one of the aliens named Orb, who lost track of his friend Decka. Mayor Coleman hijacked The Boy in the hope that he would have a stock of gold, but when he feeds on the
meat, it turns into a primitive form that multiplies uncontrollably if it absorbs enough energy (the species is clearly responsible for being the Mars desert). After being told that the species could not digest silicone, Ben kept Decko with an army of Echoes, which makes him vomit everything he ate and return to normal. Then he leaves Decko
in his forest, claiming that he will tell everyone and that he will never come back. Before Mayor Coleman was brought to justice, Kevin gave Gwen a hanger with a picture of her and him before she was back. To remember what it was like. Spider Monkey, Goop, Cold and Echo Echo. 31Simply,9 October 200911, April 2010305 Alien Prob
asks Ben whether he can help resolve a conflict that has been searching her planet for decades. Ben, who is trying to transform himself into a Humongousauria, mistakenly turns into a new alien: Lodestar. While Ben tries to get both parts to see the reason, Kevin meets Argita, who sells weapons to both teams. Kevin's helping Arrgito fool
him. In his quest to bring peace, Ben accidentally destroys a statue of the planet's most famous resident, which has turned into a very large one, bringing the entire planet against him. Kevin decides to cut and run with the benefits he has so far done by listening to the news, but he needs to leave the money behind. He left the money to
Prob when he found it. Jetray, Lodestar, Spider Monkey, Humungousaurium, Swamp Fire, Goop and Very Large. 32'The Galactic Recoverers', 16 October 200918, April 2010306 Brothers Vreedle, Bounty Hunters, Hires Baz-El to Recover the Ship. Meanwhile, Ben and Kevin are going to the space courts to settle the matter diplomatically,
gwen and Julie are using all their powers to resist the Vreedle brothers' unbound assault. Jetray, Eco Echo, Humungosaur and Goop. 33No-handed23. October 200925, April 2010307 A bounty hunter named Sunder tries to remove the Omnitrix by cutting off Ben's hand and leaving him trapped in the Null Void. The two children then find
Ben's hand, which escaped from Sunder's ship and began playing with Omnitrix and turned Ben into several strangers. Spider Monkey, Humungosaur (2 times), Cold, Swamp Fire, Jetray, Diamond, Goop, Cerebron and Echo Echo. 34If Everything Else Fails6 November 20092, May 2010308 Hygbreed wakes up after an earthquake and
kidnaps some people to destroy the Earth in retaliation for losing the war. He created a monster in the form of a plant and the brain was Grandfather Max; Ben's trying to help him, free him, but the monster doesn't stop. Ben asks for help, but it's impossible to help him, while others hygbreed to sacrifice for Earth and save it. Spider Monkey,
Humungosaur, Jetray, Diamond and Swamp Fire. 35'Enchanted' 13 November 20099, 2010309 Charmcaster is returning in search of revenge against Gwen Goop, Diamante, Upchuck. 36 Ghost People 20 November 200916, 2010310 Zs'Skayr is returning to create an army of ghosts with the people of Vilgaxie. Ben and Vilgax need to put
together an alliance to stop him. Ben gets a fantasist who absorbs his DNA when a stranger goes through it. Humungosaur, Marsh and 37'The Exchange', 4 December 200923, May 2010311 Kevin and Darkstar have put aside their differences and went to search for the Dominus artifact, which will return them to normal. After avoiding a
number of obstacles, they get the device back to normal, but without their powers, but Morningstar stays with Dominus and uses it to generate gwen and ben's energy after she knows about the alliance she had with Kevin. Kevin destroys Dominus by freeing his friends and returning the mutant forms to him and Darkstar, escaping by
swearing revenge. Jetray, Cold, Echo Echo and Swamp Fire. 38Cock December 11, 200930, May 2010312 Ben, Gwen and Kevin come across an alien box called Najilian Destroyer, which turns into a robotic version of every living thing he sees. Quickly copy the powers of Ben, Gwen and Kevin. Things get worse when the Vreedle
brothers hijack a machine, and then they return it to the trio after discovering he has his own mind and using his powers to terrorize Bellwood. The trio must stop the machine before causing further destruction. Humungosaur, Spider Monkey, Swamp Fire and Polar Star. 39 Finding Peace 8 January 20108, 2010313 Luodan, Ambassador
Zaw-Veenull, asks Ben whether he can give his Prince Jarrett the Crown ofTif in order to maintain peace between the two species. Shortly after the start of the journey into space, the failure of Omnitrix causes Ben to become an appoplexian, which he called Rath, which wants to fight everything. Rath begins to fight in the galaxy with
anyone who crosses his path. Things don't look good as they approach pantophage's planet on a peacekeeping mission. Rath (twice). 40Primus January 15, 2015, 2010314 Omnitrix stops working and teleports Ben, Gwen and Kevin to Primus. It wasn't long before Omnitrix came out of Ben's hand and took off. Then they find Azmuth, by
changing Ratha and fighting Vilgax. Eventually Omnitrix falls into his hands, although Ben transforms him into a Goop, captures and turns off the Omnitrix ship, removes the Omnitrix and defeats it like a very large one. Lodestar, Humungosaur (Azmuth), Rath (Azmuth), Goop (Vilgax), Cannonbolt and Very Large. 41The Healing Time
January 22, 201022, 2010315 Gwen, as a happy girl, enters Hex's house and steals a book of spells that allows her to travel back in time to stop the Omnitrix hack and at the same time Kevin's mutation. The paradox comes before the spell is activated and warns him of the consequences of what might happen. Gwen activates the spell
and convinces her past himself to prevent Ben and Kevin from using a machine that overloaded Omnitrix. Your Gwen returns to her time, but discovers a world full of destruction and people enslaved by Charmcaster's servants. The paradox tells him that Hex has managed to dominate the world. Kevin was turned into a slave because he
didn't have his mutant skills to fight Charmcaster and Hex. Gwen killed charmcaster in the future. Gwen enters Hex's baduster and frees Ben, who was like a prisoner, Hex and Charmcaster trying to stop them, while Ben protects Gwen and manages to activate the spell. He convinces other colleagues not to shy away from Kevin's
transformation when she tells them what might affect the future. Gwen returns to the present as she was, and eventually the paradox appears and tells her that everything is fine. Spider Monkey and Swamp Fire. 42 Stone Secret 29 January 201029, 2010316 Gwen and Kevin go down the highway where they buy milk for Ben, who was
very ill; At this moment, the ship appears and lands, revealing that it owns Tetrax. At first, Ben's happy to see him, but he grabs him quickly and tells him to hit Piedra. Ben asks him what's wrong with him, but Tetrax is looking for Stone's hologram in Omnitrix and activates it, but Ben transforms into Diamond. Tetrax asks what happened to
Stone, but Diamante says he doesn't know. At this point, Kevin and Gwen attack Tetrax, but they manage to knock them down, then use a strange machine that starts to penetrate Diamond's body, parts of his body begin to fall off and eventually Tetrax throws him to the ground, revealing the alien Stone that was in Diamante. The stone
escapes to Petropia (the planet of the Petrosapiens) and Tetrax tells the boys why he needs it. Stone has a crystal that can save his planet, but Vilgax learns from the crystal and looks for it. Ben, Gwen, Kevin, Tetrax and Vilgax start fighting until Kevin accidentally tells us what they're planning. Vilgax escapes Petropia and Ben, and the
others follow him aboard tetrax' ship. Vilgax comes and fights Stone; Ben and the boys are protecting him, but Vilgax takes the crystal out of his body and goes to his planet. Ben transforms into diamond and climbs to the top of Petropia to try to restore it. When petrosapiens manage to live, Piedra remains a petropune's new guardian,
rather than adding his DNA to Omnitrix first. Tetrax leaves Ben, Gwen and Kevin on Earth, and Vilgax realizes that the crystal can't work and captures Ben's cold. Diamond, Jetray, Echo Echo and Humungosaur. 43In Orbit and Beyond12 March 20105, 2010317 Assistant plumber calls on Grandpa Max to rescue him from the abandoned
space station attacked by Ben. Alan, Helen, Manny and Pierce are coming to To stop Ben. Pierce suggests you work together, but no one listens to him. Helena later attacks Ben transforms into an Echo Echo, the team splits into two groups, Alan and Pierce have broken up and he is attacked by Goop, as well as Manny and Helen
separated and defeated by Rath. Helen, Manny and Pierce gather to try and find Alan. Alan finds Ben and they attack him when he's cold. Pierce, Manny and Helen save Alan and try to beat Ben, but he manages to escape. Pierce suggests they work and act like a team. Soon they managed to find Ben as Humongosaur in his enormous
size and began to fight with the plumbing children. Then they all attack at once and throw humongosaurs into space, then soon they realize that the ship is about to crash in London, so they sacrifice themselves for Earth to self-destruct the space station, but it doesn't explode or hit London. Max and Ben showed up and explained that it



was all a test and that they're now ready for the plumbing academy. Goop, Cold, Echo Echo, Humungosaur and Rath. 44 Revenge 19 March 201012, 2010318 Ragnarok, a dangerous criminal, escaped from Null Void. When Kevin comes to her house and finds her a handout, he asks his mother what happened, tells her the truth about
Ragnarok. When Kevin asks Ben and Gwen if they know anything about Ragnarok, they deny it and go to Grandpa Max, who tells them that in his plumbing days he had a partner, Devin Levin, Kevin's father, who was killed by Ragnarok when they tried to stop him from getting a special key. Ben and Gwen follow Kevin through the
plumber's badge as he plans to take revenge on Ragnarok, but he's easily defeated and manages to escape. When they decide to check Kevin's house for a key, Ragnarok comes in and takes a frame of Kevin and his father's photograph, revealing that the frame was a key and teleports to his ship. Kevin and the others follow him, but he
outsmarts Ben and Gwen and draws them to take the capsule to escape to Earth. Kevin can now prepare his revenge without interference. Ragnarok begins to steal the energy of the sun; When Kevin gets into battle, Kevin destroys the ship's control by scattering himself and going into a vortex. Ragnarok asks Kevin to help him and tells
him that his father will do the same, Kevin with great effort, instead of helping him take the key inside his head, Ragnarok is sent into the vortex. When Ben and Gwen asked him what happened, Kevin said Ragnarok didn't make it. Rath, Lodestar, Diamond. 45-46Final Battle: Part 1 and 2'26 March 201019, September 2010(Part 1)26
September 2010(Part 2)319-320 Albedo stole an upgraded version of Omnitrix, which is A superomnitrix from Azmuth and used it to kidnap Gwen and Kevin to lure Ben. He's going to face Albed to beat him and save his friends. He starts the fight, but humungousaurio develops into Humungousaurio Supreme and beats Ben and discovers
that he's working with Vilgax. Ben, defeated by Albed, is forced to hand over Omnitrix Vilgax to save his friends, and then escapes with the others. Vilgax then betrays Albeda to take over the Superomnitrix and attack him with robots that have turned into Humungousaurios. Ben gets frustrated and shouts at Azmuth that he needs it,
appears and explains the Superomnitrix's secret and decides to confront Vilgax. After the release of Vilgax, Albedo is trapped in his ship, but Ben and the team arrive to rescue him, and Vilgax uses the power of Omnitrix to switch his robots back to Diamond, Spider Monkey and finally Lodestar; Ben activates the self-destruction of Omnitrix
and turns vilgax robots into a swamp, but Omnitrix is destroyed, and when that happens, Kevin returns to normal and you and Gwen finally kiss. Ben then tells Albedo to give him a Superomnitrix, but Albedo refuses and Ben activates self-destruction and Albedo decides to give it to him. Ben then changes the color from red to green, turns
it into a swamp, attacks Vilgax and develops the swamp into its supreme form. Gwen and Max bring the ship into the ocean, and Vilgax transforms into giant cutes. Vilgax captures the Supreme SwampFire, but Ben escapes when Jetray shows up and there's an explosion. In the end, Ben leaves the ocean, changed Jetray and says he
thinks Vilgax has died, but if he comes back, he'll be ready to face him again. Cold (Ben), Jetray (Ben), Humungosaur (Ben, Albedo and Vilgax Robots), Swamp Fire (Ben, Albedo and Vilgax Robots), Supreme Humungosaur (Albedo), Diamond (Albedo and Vilgax Robots), Rath (Albedo), Spider Monkey (Albedo and Vilgax Robots),
Supreme Swamp Fire (Ben) Film - premiere title in U.S. premiere in Latin America November 200927, 2009 November 2009. It all goes on, but Ben, Kevin and Gwen are on Elena, an ex-acquaintance from a long time ago, Elena is trying to help her father get away with the nanochip threat, or Grandad Max's death to help Elena's father
betrayed the plumbing for so many months. Ben's not happy with grandpa's decision and decides to help Elena. Meanwhile, Kevin and Gwen manage to inhale the office and almost manage to take the file, but they are discovered by a staff member who is also checking it out, so they throw it on. Through the window the heroes, when they
escape, they are attacked by tokens who take stronger shapes (Giant Metal Balls), a car and defloy to locate it, while the Chips (still in the shape of a bullet) manage to break Kevin's car. Out of nowhere, Ben and Elena show up, Ben turns into Humungosaur to save Gwen and Kevin. While Humungosaur fights the Crisps, others hide, and
when they see it quickly, it must be queen. Max orders her to find the Queen and take off the Crisps from her human host. The tired team is looking for Max, but it's already in control and in the steam cloud disappears, leaving the team more work, and in the end, it's all settled. Cold, Humungosaur, Nanomech (Debut). Information:
Q113183 Retrieved from «
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